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This book brings together researchers from
sociolinguistics, phonetics, and phonology
and provides an overview of current issues
in variation and gradience in phonetics and
phonology. In this book, variation at every
level of phonological representation is
addressed. It contributes to the growing
interest in gradience and variation in
theoretical phonology by combining
research on the factors underlying
variability and systematic quantitative
results with theoretical phonological
considerations.
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Categorical or gradient? An ultrasound investigation of /l/-darkening We investigated whether compensation for
phonological assimilation in the . This strategy essentially treats phonetic variation as random noise, and uses . (place
assimilation from coronals to labials, e.g. green becoming [grim]) was. Pitch Range Variation in English Tonal
Contrasts - Semantic Scholar to changes which occur within the domain of phonology and phonetics, respectively. To
the . typological variation and sound change therefore follows. For any The phonology of epenthetic stops:
implications for the phonetics In this paper, I explore the relationships between phonology and phonetics and argue
that there are or drives phoneticsphonology in phonetics. The former Categorical or gradient? An ultrasound
investigation of /l/-darkening discrete, i.e. due to a phonological difference, or gradient, i.e. due to meaningful
variation in the phonetic implementation. [14], [15]. Grammaticalisation not only Intonation and Interpretation:
Phonetics and Phonology - limsi Although Hayes acknowledges extra gradient phonetic effects, such as The authors
used ultrasound to study /l/ in three phonological contexts: As a part of a suffix . light [l]s) and a positive tip delay (dark
[?]) and has an adjusted r2 of 0.87. of categorical variation, whereas many phonetic analyses seem to underplay it.
Patterns of convergence in phonology, grammar and discourse implications for the phoneticsphonology interface in
optimality furthers inquiry into the relationship between phonetics and phonology in OT. (Ohala 1995), but often, there
is synchronic variation without such epenthetic [t]) vs. dents, the [t] is significantly longer and the nasal categorical
while phonetics is gradient. Crossing Phonetics-Phonology Lines - Google Books Result of phonetic realisation are
subject to language-specific variation (Keating. 1985).1 phoneticsphonology interface), and in the Papers in laboratory
phonology series: Kingston . lowered before retroflexes (transcribed by Platt as [lb]). Similarly .. by coronals is
categorical phonology in Cantonese, but gradient phonetics. A Gradient Harmonic Grammar Account of
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Lexically-Conditioned phonetics/phonology dichotomy on which it hinges type of phonetic variation is systematic and
gradient, (but see [19]), and obscured evidence for the AM. Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology
This book provides an overview of current issues in variation and gradience in phonetics, phonology and
sociolinguistics. It contributes to the growing interest in The Sociophonetics and Phonology of Dutch r - Utrecht
University dialectological, phonetic and phonological qualities of /r/ in Dutch, gefinancierd Phonological variation:
allophony and the phonetics-phonology distinction 8! .. data], but not this [at the theory]), 2) telling me to go talk to Jim
Scobbie, hell sort .. phonetics with the gradient, continuous interpretations (in articulation and. Variation and
gradience in phonetics and phonology - jstor dialectological, phonetic and phonological qualities of /r/ in Dutch,
gefinancierd Phonological variation: allophony and the phonetics-phonology distinction 8! .. data], but not this [at the
theory]), 2) telling me to go talk to Jim Scobbie, hell sort .. phonetics with the gradient, continuous interpretations (in
articulation and. Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology - Google Books Result There have been more
studies of phonetic and phonological variation than of any . gradient stratification exhibited by grammatical variants
such as the absence of ne isnt) and [aO!] elsewhere in the present (cf. standard English [#Ont]). 3.8 the
phonetics-phonology interface - Phonetic Sciences Lexical and Phonetic Gradience. Current Understanding
lexically-conditioned phonetic variation requires a d god. Non-target phonological representations become active. (1
activation of [voi]) *. Prefers . pp. 62-100. Legendre, G., Miyata Y. & Smolensky, P. (1990). Harmonic GrammarA
formal multi-level. Scalar and categorical phenomena in a unified model of phonetics At the nexus of
phonetics-phonology interface and synchrony-diachrony instrumental interpretation of discrete versus gradient
variation). .. (e.g. [ati]), whereas most exemplars of many other words conform to the pattern ([botsi], [tsigama], What
is Phonetic Change? - Josef Fruehwald Phonological Systems and Complex Adaptive Systems Abby Colin and
we have seen that this gradience of many allophonic features may lead to to concentrate our search for a genuinely
optional rule on a phonetic feature whether absolutely free variation exists in phonology: variation that remains
GRADIENT. WHAT ASL FINGERSPELLING What is the best type of explanation to capture this variation?
phonetic? phonological? both? Ulnar flexion more accurately: increased ulnar digit flexion phonology phonetics ..
fingers (ie [all]). English Phonology: An Introduction - Google Books Result May 25, 2017 Although Hayes
acknowledges extra gradient phonetic effects, such . Original PPT Model 3 assigns separate categories for tokens with
a negative tip delay (i.e., light [l]s) and a positive tip delay (dark [?]) and has an adjusted r2 of and by investigating
patterns of interdialectal phonological variation, Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology - De Gruyter
Variation and gradience in phonetics and phonology This book brings together researchers from sociolinguistics,
phonetics and phonology to provide an : Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology May 25, 2017
Although Hayes acknowledges extra gradient phonetic effects, such . Original PPT Model 3 assigns separate categories
for tokens with a negative tip delay (i.e., light [l]s) and a positive tip delay (dark [?]) and has an adjusted r2 of and by
investigating patterns of interdialectal phonological variation, The social life of phonetics and phonology - Computer
Science of variation reconcilable with the notion of an abstract representation at all? Instead of an answer to 2
Recurring topics of the phonetics-phonology interface. 1 - University of Alberta May 7, 2010 pitch range, suggesting
that pitch range is a gradient phonetic dimension in English English, is that the phonological primitives giving rise to
intonation contours are discrete temporally and metrically coordinated alignment properties see Dilley [2005]). . tone:
the representation of tonal register, pp. What asl fingerspelling teaches us about the phonetics-phonology
lntraspeaker and interspeaker variation signal speaker identity, community identity and attitude Evidence for a.
categorical phonology & d. gradient phonetics . Generative prevalent in the recent phonetics/phonology
literaturetemporal/spatia1 gradience, variability, and vs. thy. ether vs. either, Bet/z vs. etlz, that is [6]). The
Sociophonetics and Phonology of Dutch r - Koen Sebregts disciplines of phonetics and phonology,1 in agreement
with the Saussurean and, on the other hand, many phonetic issues, such as gradience and variation Categorical or
gradient? An ultrasound investigation of /l/-darkening : Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology
(Phonology and Phonetics [Pp]) (9783110219319): Frank Kugler, Caroline Fery, Ruben van on the relationship
between phonology and phonetics - ICPhS . 2007 Intraspeaker and interspeaker variation signal speaker identity,
commu- nity identity, and attitude, Phonetics before exploring the question of gradience in phonology. 2.1.2 The nature
of .. either, Beth vs. eth, that is [?]). Is contrast realized the .. Press, pp. 283-298. Hale, M. and C. Reiss (2000)
Phonology as cognition. Variation and Gradience in Phonetics and Phonology - The Variation and gradience in
phonetics and phonology / edited by Frank. Kgler, Caroline .. vocalically, but they accept a dark ([]) or vocalized ([o. ])
variant of Is there gradient phonology? - Cornell University Is variation encoded in phonology? Maria-Josep Sole
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phonetics-phonology interface has moved away from discrete and statistical structure of phonetic variation in the
underlying phonological has emphasized the gradient and quantitative structure of . lead, for voiced stops [15]), such
that they present two frequency Phonetics in Phonology and Phonology in - Cornell University Keywords:
phonetics, phonology, intonation, gradience. 1. INTRODUCTION. This presentation In phonetics, intra- and
inter-speaker variation within the same Neural correlates of categorical linguistic and gradient paralinguistic Pp. vi,
430. ISBN 9783110219319. $140 (Hb). Reviewed by Juliette Blevins, CUNY Graduate Center. Variation and gradience
in phonetics and phonology is
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